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Abstract: College Students' Party Building and Student Work Management Are Two Important Tasks in Student Work. Teachers Should Not Only Realize the Work Responsibilities and Functions of Students' Party Building and Student Work, But Also Realize the Connection between the Two, Fully Realize the Importance of Interaction between the Two, and Consciously Combine the Two. At Present, There Are Still Some Problems in the Party Construction of College Students in Ensuring the Dominant Position of Student Party Members. Colleges and Universities Should Establish the Working Concept of Student Party Members' Participation, Give Full Play to the Student Party Members' Subjectivity, Enrich the Content and Carrier of Student Party Members' Participation, and Strengthen the Organic Combination of Student Party Members' Participation and Talent Cultivation, So as to Enhance the Effectiveness of Student Party Construction. From the Perspective of Combining the Contents of Student Party Building and Student Management, This Paper Puts Forward Some Countermeasures and Suggestions to Promote the Benign Interaction between Student Party Building and Student Management.

1. Introduction

Party Building among College Students is an Important Part of Our Party Building and an Important Link in Building a Harmonious Society. With the Continuous Development of Higher Education, the Traditional Party Building System for College Students Has Begun to Show Some Drawbacks and Faces New Disharmonious Situations [1]. Colleges and Universities Are Important Positions to Train and Bring Up Builders and Successors of Socialist Cause with All-Round Development of Morality, Intelligence and Physique. Therefore, the Development of College Student Party Members in Colleges and Universities is Not Only the Need to Train High-Quality Talents with Both Morality and Ability, But Also a Major Event Related to the Future Development of Our Party [2]. In Recent Years, Education Has Developed Vigorously and Higher Education Has Made a Historic Leap Forward. The Scale of Running Schools in Colleges and Universities is Continuously Increasing, the Teaching Reform is Continuously Deepening, and the Personnel Training Mode is Gradually Becoming Flexible and Diversified, Which Puts Forward New Problems for the Management of Students in Colleges and Universities.

College Student Party Members Are a Very Important Part of the Party Members and College Students. The Significance of University Education Lies in Guiding College Students to Voluntarily Devote Themselves to the Education and Teaching of the School and All Activities Conducive to Improving Their Comprehensive Quality in Accordance with the Requirements of Society and the Times, So as to Promote Their All-Round Development. However, There Are Still Some Problems and Deficiencies in the Process of Carrying out the Party Building Work for College Students At the Present Stage. In Particular, the Lack of Close Connection between the Party Building Work for College Students and the Teaching and Student Management Work in Colleges and Universities is a Prominent Problem That Deserves Our in-Depth Analysis and Consideration.
2. The Interactive Status of Party Building and Student Management for College Students

In the process of popularization, industrialization and socialization of higher education, both the party building and student work are facing new challenges and tasks. As one of the basic spiritual needs of human beings, participation is an important way for people to show themselves in social interaction and other activities. It is also the process of the subject's dynamic role in activities and the effective unity of ability and will [3]. Colleges and universities often separate the work of Party building from the work of student management, which is carried out by the Party building department and the Ministry of Education and Industry respectively, lacking communication and interaction between them. Some student party branch party building activities are still traditional forms of communication documents, party member development and listening to reports, and lack of discussion and ideological confrontation. The carrier of college student party building needs to be innovated urgently. The main body of campus cultural activities in colleges and universities are mostly freshmen and sophomores, and few of them are party members. They are unable to lead the way in the activities and play the vanguard and exemplary role of party members, thus causing cultural activities to remain at a superficial level. Higher education has changed from elite education to popular education, which on the one hand reflects the progress of higher education, but on the other hand, the lowering of the threshold for entering university also leads to the overall decline of students' comprehensive quality. Many young students and even student party members have weakened their political concepts and wavered their ideals and beliefs. Some students believe that joining the Party can bring honor and help them find good jobs, which directly leads to impure motives for joining the Party. These problems have put forward new requirements for the innovation of the Party construction of college students.

3. The Important Role of College Students' Party Construction

3.1 Carrying out the Party Building Work for Students Conforms to the Relevant Requirements of Quality Education Reform

At present, domestic colleges and universities have entered a critical stage of quality education reform. Quality education is actually a kind of ability education. According to the actual needs of human development and social development, it aims at improving the basic quality of all students in an all-round way, respects students' personality, pays attention to the development of people's physical and mental potential, and pays attention to the formation of people's sound personality. Therefore, from the definition of the Party building work for college students, it is an educational activity. In essence, it is an organic combination of ideological construction, organizational construction and style construction, and the system construction runs through the construction of grass-roots party organizations for college students [4]. The working mechanism of student party construction refers to the operation mode of the party construction system established by the grass-roots party organization of the university, which takes the student party members as the main body, through measures such as encouragement, restriction and guarantee in the party construction activities, so that the students develop into real communists and Marxists. However, colleges and universities are responsible for training all kinds of talents needed for the country's socialist construction and for training socialist successors with firm communist ideals and beliefs and higher theoretical attainments to ensure the prosperity and development of our party's cause. In order to effectively realize the overall goal of quality education, colleges and universities need not only to improve students' theoretical knowledge and ability through professional education, but also to improve students' moral quality through ideological education. It is a process of educating and training party activists, inspecting and developing college student party members, educating and managing college student party members, and building college student grass-roots party organizations.
3.2 Is Conducive to the Realization of Higher Education Personnel Training Objectives

Higher education regards training high-quality talents as its main goal. With the rapid development of our country's economy and society, various industries and fields are demanding higher and higher comprehensive quality of talents [5]. College student party members are a very important and special group in the ranks of college party members, and they are also the advanced elements and backbones in the college student group. Giving full play to their main role in the Party's construction will play an important role in promoting the Party's advancement. In order to improve the ability to solve their own problems, the party building work of college students must strengthen theoretical research and academic discussion, so that the party building theory of college students can adapt to the development and changes of the new situation and become the theoretical basis for guiding practical work. The construction of the working mechanism of student party building means that the main body of student party members should participate in the work of party building and improve their party spirit. In order to meet the overall needs of social development for the quality of talents, colleges and universities are gradually adjusting and improving the existing mode of personnel training, adjusting the training objectives, especially gradually increasing the proportion of moral quality training, and improving the pertinence and effectiveness of personnel training. College student Party members are the backbone of the Party building work in colleges and universities. Give full play to their main role, the Party's cause will be continuously promoted and carried forward, and at the same time more college students will be attracted to join the Party organization. Therefore, it is of great practical significance to actively play the main role of student party members in the party building work in colleges and universities.

3.3 To Carry out the Construction of Party Organizations for College Students is the Actual Demand of College Students At This Stage

The management of college students involves students' thoughts, psychology, body, study, life and other aspects, which has a profound impact on students' knowledge intake, character cultivation and personality development [6]. At present, the number of college students applying to join the Party is increasing every year. According to the requirements of the organizational procedures for the development of Party members, every Party member must have at least one Party member's introduction, and the introduction should be made by student Party members. During the process of applying to join the Party, student Party members need to participate in systematic study, pass examinations and organize inspections. Subject participatory education takes activities as the carrier, and students learn, grow and develop in an all-round way in educational practice. Secondly, students are emphasized as the main body in educational activities, which is the core of the main body's participation. Most of the party construction workers in colleges and universities are counselors. They are young and inexperienced, but the number of students entering the school to study is increasing year by year. A counselor often has to inspect and train hundreds of students at the same time, so the work cannot go deep and lacks pertinence. This contradiction also puts forward new requirements for the Party building work in colleges and universities in the new era. To a certain extent, it affects the role of party membership introducers, and the teaching staff for party classes is relatively weak, so the organization of inspection links also needs to be further strengthened.

3.4 Countermeasures and Suggestions on Constructing a Positive Interaction between the Party Construction of College Students and the Management of College Students from the Perspective of Student Subject

The student party branch in colleges and universities is the most basic organization of the party in colleges and universities, is the bridge and link between the party and the majority of students, and is the basis for exerting the party's fighting capacity. College student work is a general concept, which generally includes many matters of student affairs management. As an important part of teaching management in colleges and universities, there is an inseparable connection between student work and the construction of student party organizations [7]. Correspondingly, the Party
building work of college students needs to be explored and innovated, and the working mechanism of the organic combination of the two should be constructed to meet the requirements of the new era. In all kinds of management work in colleges and universities, the student party construction work and student management work play an important role. It is the obligatory responsibility of every student party construction worker and student management worker to cultivate students into high-quality comprehensive talents. On the one hand, the improvement of the working mechanism of student party building cannot be separated from the participation of student party members. On the other hand, the working mechanism of student party building should encourage, restrict and guarantee the participation of party members in student party building activities.

3.5 Set Up the Working Concept of Student Party Members' Participation

The subject consciousness is the consciousness of the status, value and needs of the people. To respect and value the subject participation status of student Party members, we must first establish the working concept of student Party members' subject participation and stimulate the student subject participation consciousness. This is because the main target of the construction of student party organizations is students, the main body of implementation is students, and the construction goal is to improve the comprehensive quality of students. Party building among students is the political guarantee for the construction of style of study. It is necessary to strengthen the work of Party building among students, to ensure the quality of development and training of Party members, and to give full play to the exemplary and leading role of Party members in the construction of style of study. Therefore, university administrators should gradually change from the theory of educational management to the theory of student subjectivity, and establish a scientific view of education and students. The focus of college students' party building work is to solve the problem of students' ideals and beliefs, and the education of ideals and beliefs is also the core content of college students' ideological and political work. Therefore, there are similarities and commonalities between the two in the subject object and education content. Timely understanding of students' ideological trends, needs and interests, carefully studying the new situation of student party members and party building work, grasping the law of student party building work in the new era and creatively carrying out the work; Boldly guide student party members to actively participate in school management and student party building work so that they can play the role that a student party member should play in their work. If the management of the college students' community management committee is handed over to the student party members, they will serve the students more and solve the difficulties existing in the students.

3.6 Enrich the Contents and Carriers of Student Party Members' Participation

The construction of student party organizations plays an important role in promoting the work level of college students, which is a common consensus among college student workers at present. The didactic training method limited to the classroom lacks attraction and appeal, and it is difficult to mobilize the enthusiasm and creativity of the majority of student Party members, thus affecting the actual effect of Party spirit education. Therefore, the mass organizations have become a new active position to carry out student party building work. To build the community into an important practice platform for training student party members and activists to join the party, through participating in community activities, this group of students can be trained and their abilities can be improved, and at the same time, other members of the community can be driven to move closer to the party organization actively. Party member education activities should closely follow the social situation and maintain effective interaction with the social environment. They should not only conform to the requirements of the Party and reflect the nature of the Party, but also be close to the thoughts, study and life of student Party members [8]. The main body of the construction of style of study is students, and its achievements are mainly reflected in the conscious behavior of the majority of students. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen the education of style of study for students, attach importance to the main role of students in the construction of style of study, strengthen the self-education of college students, and let them consciously improve their own quality. This is also the internal motivation of the construction of style of study in colleges and
universities. In the final analysis, it is necessary for all student Party members to participate in the improvement and operation of the Party building work mechanism in order to give full play to the main role of Party members, cultivate the main body consciousness of Party members, form an overall active situation, and promote the common development of Party members and Party organizations.

3.7 Strengthen the Organic Combination of Student Party Members' Participation and Personnel Training

As an important base for training high-quality professionals with innovative spirit and practical ability for the country, colleges and universities should closely combine student party building with talent training, and earnestly do a good job in the education and training of college student party members, which is an important measure to maintain the advanced nature of the party and practice the theory of higher education in our country. Colleges and universities should make full use of the existing student work management mode and management experience, mobilize and guide students to participate in the construction of student party organizations, consciously accept the education and training of party organizations, transform the student work resources into the resources needed for the construction of party organizations, and realize the advantageous resources and reasonable allocation and sharing. We should conform to the development of the times, make use of the power of the network and use the network platform to carry out the party building work, such as building the party building work website, offering ideological and political education to college students through setting up news release channels, network party schools, network branches and other columns, and creating a good atmosphere for the network party building culture. It is required that students' Party building work should highlight the characteristics of the school, combine it with students' daily life, professional characteristics and social practice, innovate the carrier of Party members' organizational activities, attract the enthusiasm and initiative of the majority of student Party members to participate, and further expand the coverage of Party members' activities. Through appraisal or competition activities to obtain various scholarships and other awards, set up student party members as the main personnel of the learning model and pacesetter, let other students feel the excellent high quality and excellent learning ability of party members and students, stimulate the desire to catch up with party members and students, so as to drive the gradual formation of a good atmosphere of study style.

4. Conclusion

Party building and management of college students have always been the focus of college work. Under the new situation, we should further implement the scientific development concept and the spirit of the 18th National Congress of the CPC, integrate the socialist core value system into the whole process of education management, and make college students more firmly take the road of socialism with Chinese characteristics. Therefore, as a grass-roots party organization, to cultivate party members' subjective consciousness, we must adhere to the combination of centralized and regular education and management, and strive to stimulate the inner motivation of party members. Practice has proved that the interactive innovation between the Party building and student management in colleges and universities can make the Party building work really come into practice, enter into students' life, closely combine ideological and political education with students themselves, and thus guide students to establish correct ideals and beliefs. The Party building work for college students is an important work for students, society and the Party. We should constantly think about and innovate to make it change from closed to open, from single to diversified, and form a new working mode with multiple channels and full coverage. The Party building in colleges and universities will become a sharp weapon for cultivating talents in the new era and make due contributions to our eternal youth and vitality.
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